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Introduction 

Electrochemistry is involved to a significant extent in the present-day industrial economy. 

Examples are found in primary and secondary batteries and fuel cells; in the production of alumi-

num, chlorine, caustic soda, and other chemicals; in electroplating, electromachining, and 

electrorefining; and in corrosion. The electrochemical industries presently consume 6% of the total 

electric energy generated in the United S taes 1 ' 2  The battery industry amounts to 0.2% of the total 

U.S. manufacturing. 3 ' 4  Over 3% of the total U.S. electric energy is consumed by the aluminum 

industry,"2  and the chlorine industry consumes 2% of the total U.S. electric energy." 2 ' 5 ' 6  The 

economic importance of corrosion is evident from the amount of money spent to protect what has 

been built and to replace what has been destroyed. It has been estimated 7  that corrosion prevention 

products amount to 3% of the U.S. electrochemical industry. The quantity of iron destroyed by cor-

rosion lies between 25% and 33% of the total production. 8  

In spite of the economic significance of electrochemistry, engineering design procedures for 

electrochemical systems have not been developed as thoroughly as for mass-transfer operations such 

as distillation. Nevertheless, the fundamental laws governing electrochemical systems are known. 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the design and analysis of certain electrochemical systems in 

relation to these fundamental laws. 

One of the difficulties in designing an electrochemical process is that there are several 

different kinds of reactors that can be used. These reactors can be broadly classified as either batch 

or continuous reactors. For example, many batteries are batch reactors, while fuel cells and many 

electrolysis cells are continuous reactors. Naturally, there are several different reactor geometries 

within each category. For example, chlorine and caustic soda are produced in any of three types of 

cells. 6  The diaphragm cell contains a vertical dimensionally stable anode, where chlorine is evolved, 

and steel screen cathodes, where hydrogen gas and hydroxyl ions are produced. The electrode com-

partments are separated by a porous diaphragm that allows passage of electric current. The second 

type of chlor-alkali cell is the membrane cell. This cell is similar to the diaphragm cell with the 

exception of the separator, which, in this case, is a cation exchange membrane, which inhibits 



transfer of chloride and hydroxyl ions, and does not permit bulk flow of electrolyte. The third type 

of cell, the mercury cell, contains no diaphragm, but achieves separation of electrode products by 

the use of a mercury cathode, where sodium ion is reduced and forms a sodium-mercury amalgam. 

The amalgam is then passed to a second cell, where the amalgam is reacted with water to form 

sodium hydroxide, hydrogen, and pure mercury, which is recycled to the electrolyzer. 

Another economically significant electrochemical reactor is the Hali-Heroult cell for the pro. 

duction of aluminum. This process is operated in the batch mode at high temperature (approxi-

mately 1000 C) in a bath of aluminum oxide or alumina (Al 203) dissolved in fused cryolite 

(Na3A1F6), to which aluminum fluoride is added. The thermal insulation is adjusted to provide 

sufficient heat loss to freeze a protective coating of electrolyte on the inner walls, but not on the bot-

tom, which must make electrical contact with the molten aluminum cathode. A crust of frozen elec-

trolyte and alumina covers the molten electrolyte. Electric current enters the cell through carbon 

anodes and flows through the electrolyte, forming CO 2  at the anode and aluminum at the cathode. 

Steel collector bars joined to the carbon lining at the bottom conduct electric current from the cell. 

Some reviews of these and other industrial electrochernical processes can be found in references 6, 9 

and 10. 

Introduction to Design 

Any chemical process requires the evaluation of various alternate routes, whether they be 

chemical or electrochemical. Two major tasks in designing an electrochemical reactor are first to 

narrow down the choices of reactor configurations and then to devise an economically optimum final 

design. As an example of eliminating some reactor geometries, consider metal-ion removal from 

dilute waste streams. In this case, it would be impractical to use two plane parallel electrodes 

because the reactor volume would be very high, whereas a porous electrode, with its high surface 

area per unit volume, would be a good candidate for this application. Porous electrodes are also 

more suitable for gas-evolving reactions. On the other hand, the channel configuration might be 

very useful for removing valuable metals, such as silver, from concentrated solutions because the 
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metal would be recovered directly as a sheet, rather than being incorporated in a porous structure. 

Alter choosing some electrode configurations to evaluate, one would want to estimate the capi-

tal and operating costs and the product composition, or, in the case of a battery, the energy and 

power output, as a function of the feed conditions, the cell dimensions, and the operating conditions. 

This can sometimes be a very difficult task because there are so many phenomena that can interact, 

such as mass transfer, ohmic potential drop, thermodynamics, and electrode kinetics. In many cases, 

however, the problem can be greatly simplified by realizing which phenomena dominate the system 

behavior. This approach is expedient in choosing design alternatives. 

In either the crude design or the final design, it is desirable to maximize profit or minimize 

cost. Thus, one should be aware of the various economic tradeoffs that are important in electrochem-

ical systems. Perhaps the most obvious tradeoff is between capital and operating costs. Usually the 

degree of conversion is specified, and one can meet that specification either by building a large cell, 

with a high capital cost, or by using more power with a smaller cell. There are also other tradeoffs; 

for example, in a channel flow cell, one can reduce the ohmic drop and increase the mass-transfer 

rate by making the interelectrode gap very thin, but this will increase the pressure drop, and hence, 

the pumping cost. In addition, it will lead to fabrication problems and the possibility of shorts. 

Governing Phenomena 

If an electrochemical reactor is to be compared to an alternative, be it chemical or electro-

chemical, then detailed knowledge for the design and scale-up is needed. To design an electrochemi-

cal system, one needs to consider many effects, such as migration and diffusion of charged species, 

fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, and reaction kinetics on electrode surfaces. An additional system 

variable, not present in analyses of most chemical reactors, is the electric potential. It is the 

difference in potential between the electrode and the solution that governs which electrochemical 

reactions will occur. In addition, gradients of electric potential and differences in potential between 

phases constitute major driving forces for mass transfer and for electrochemical reactions. Thus, a 

knowledge of the current and potential distribution is useful in designing a reactor to carry out a 
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desired electrochemical reaction. 

To describe mass transfer in an electrochemical system, one must consider not only ordinary 

diffusion, but also migration of charged species in an electric field. Because it is the flux of charged 

species that produces an electric current, one must include the contribution of migration to the 

species flux to predict correctly the current flow. 

In addition to mass transfer, one must consider thermodynamics in electrochemical systems. 

Thermodynamics can be used to describe the properties of electrolytic solutions and their depen-

dence on composition, temperature, and pressure. Thermodynamics also provides a framework for 

describing reaction equilibria, which manifest themselves in equilibrium cell potentials. Further-

more, the driving forces for irreversible processes are conveniently expressed in thermodynamic 

terms. 

Departures from equilibrium conditions are inherent in electrochemical applications. Electrode 

kinetics concerns the nonequilibrium driving force, called surface overpotential, necessary to make 

heterogeneous electrode reactions proceed at appreciable rates. 

In addition to heterogeneous reactions, there are other interfacial phenomena at electrode sur-

faces that can affect the current-potential behavior. The most prominent of these is the formation of 

a thin double layer near electrode surfaces. This double layer may be on the order of 10 to 100 

A (Ito 10 nm) in thickness. 

Because there are so many interacting phenomena, it can sometimes be very difficult to design 

an electrochemical system. In the present age of computers, however, many problems that were 

intractable thirty years ago can be handled today. 

In spite of the power of computers, however, it is still useful to simplify the problem if certain 

phenomena dominate the system behavior. For example, there are some systems where it is possible 

to neglect concentration variations near the electrodes. The current distribution is then determined 

by the ohmic potential drop in the solution and by electrode overpotentials. (The ohmic drop is sim-

ply the voltage difference that arises when current flows through the resistive solution.) Mathemati-

cally, this means that the potential satisfies Laplace's equation, and many results of potential theory, 



developed in electrostatics, the flow of inviscid fluids, and steady heat conduction in solids, are 

directly applicable. These can be called "potential-theory problems." The electrode kinetics pro-

vides boundary conditions which are usually different from those encountered in other applications 

of potential theory. 

There are also systems where the ohmic potential drop can be neglected. The current distribu-

tion is then determined by the same principles which apply to heat transfer and nonelectrolytic mass 

transfer. These can be called "convective-transport problems." 

Some systems do not fall into either of the categories mentioned above. Fortunately, however, 

some of these complex systems can be treated realistically by using the computer to model the 

interacting phenomena. 

Fundamental Equations 

To calculate the current and potential distribution, which is necessary to design an electro-

chemical system, one needs a set of fundamental equations applicable to electrochemical systems. 

These equations include a description of the movement of mobile ionic species, an expression for 

current flow, material balances, electroneutrality, and equations from fluid mechanics. In addition, 

the differential equations describing the electrolytic solution require boundary conditions describing 

the thermodynamics and kinetics of electrode reactions. 

In dilute systems, the flux of each species is given by' 2  

N i  = —z,uFc 1 V4—D1 Vc, +c,v , 	 (1) 

where 'I' is the electrostatic potential and z1  is the number of proton charges carried by ion i. This 

movement is due, first of all, to the motion of the fluid with the bulk velocity v. However, the move-

ment of the species can deviate from this average velocity by diffusion if there is a concentration 

gradient, Vc 1 , or by migration if there is an electric field, —V4, and the species is charged. The 

migration term is peculiar to electrochemical systems or systems containing charged species. 
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The second and third terms on the right side of equation 1 are the usual terms required to 

describe diffusion and convection in nonelectrolytic systems. The species will diffuse from regions of 

high concentration to regions of lower concentration. The three terms on the right in equation 1 

thus represent three mechanisms of mass transfer: migration of a charged species in an electric 

field, molecular diffusion due to a concentration gradient, and convection due to the bulk motion of 

the medium. 

Note that equation I only applies to dilute solutions. A more general form of equation 1 is' 2  

cj VAj  = RT 	
C1C1 

(vv) 	 (2) 
DIJCT 

where i, is the electrochemical potential of species i. This equation must be applied to systems, 

such as molten salt systems, where the activity coefficients are not close to unity, or to systems 
%

where the diffusion flux of each species can be affected by more than one concentration gradient. 

The driving forces for diffusion and migration are both included in the gradient of the electrochemi-

cal potential in equation 2. Further details of concentrated solution theory can be found in refer-

ence 12. 

After writing the appropriate flux equation, one can write an expression for the current, which 

is, of course, due to the motion of charged particles in an electrolytic solution. 

I = Fz1 N 1 . 	 (3) 

Here, i is the current density expressed in amperes per square centimeter, and zF is the charge per 

mole. 

Next we need to state a material balance for any component I: 

äc1 /öz = —VN 1  + A. 	 (4) 

Since reactions are frequently restricted to the surfaces of electrodes, the bulk reaction term R, is 

often zero in electrochemical systems. 

Finally, we can say that the solution is electrically neutral. 
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ZjCj =0. 	 (5) 

Such electroneutrality is observed in all solutions except in the thin double charge layer near elec-

trodes and other boundaries. 

These equations provide a consistent description of transport processes in electrolytic solutions. 

Equations 1 or 2 state that species in the solution can move by migration, diffusion, and convection. 

Equation 3 merely says that the sum of fluxes of charged species constitutes an electric current. 

Equation 4 is a material balance for a species, and equation 5 is the condition of electroneutrality. 

Although the specific description may be refined, any theory of electrolytic solutions will need to 

consider these physical phenomena. 

Note that in order to solve the equations describing the mass transfer, it is necessary to know 

the convective velocity v. This velocity can be found from the equations of fluid mechanics, such as 

the Navier-Stokes equation 

p(öv /at + V. 
 y) = —Vp + V2v + pg 	 (6) 

and the continuity equation 

Vv = 0 . 	 (7) 

Next one needs boundary conditions describing the differences in potential between phases. 

These boundary conditions describe the processes occurring at the electrode interface. 

One process that can occur is the adsorption of ions onto the surface. (Usually anions are 

specifically adsorbed.) A double charge layer is formed because the ions of one sign are attracted 

from the solution to the adsorbed ions of the opposite sign. This attractive force, however, is bal-

anced by thermal agitation, which tends to make the ions wander. Therefore the double charge 

layer has a diffuse part in the solution. That is, the charge density decreases with distance from the 

interface. The thickness of this diffuse layer of excess charge density is characterized by the Debye 

length. 
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)". €RT 
- F2zi2ci 	. 	 ( 8) 

The Debye length is typically on the order of 10 A. The major effect of the double layer on the 

overall behavior of the interface is that it superimposes a capacitive effect on top of the electrode 

kinetics of the electrode reaction itself. This means that when the potential of the electrode is 

varied, the current that flows is partly due to charging the double-layer capacity, and partly due to 

the charge-transfer reaction. One can measure the capacitance of the double layer in several 

ways.' 2" 3  Typically' 4  the double-layer capacity is 10 to 40 F/cm 2, but this capacitance is a func-

tion of potential. The double layer is discussed further in references 12 to 16. 

Although the existence of the double layer should not be neglected, it is the charge-transfer 

reactions at the electrodes which are usually of primary importance in electrochemical systems of 

practical interest. The kinetics of these reactions relate the potential driving force to the rate of 

reaction. Thus, a knowledge of the electrode kinetics is necessary to formulate boundary conditions 

for the differential equations describing the movement of ionic species. 

For the purpose of assessing potential variations in a solution, it is convenient to conceive of 

placing reference electrodes into the solution at appropriate locations, usually just outside the diffuse 

double layer or in the bulk solution. Figure 1 illustrates the placement of these reference 

electrodes.' 7  The letter s designates reference electrodes of the same kind as the working electrode, 

and the letter g refers to reference electrodes of a given kind. It is important to realize that a refer-

ence electrode of a "given kind" cannot be a reference electrode of any kind. Instead, the reference 

electrode must be carefully selected to be as reversible and reproducible as possible. The selection 

of reference electrodes is discussed in reference 12. One must also realize that a measurement made 

by a reference electrode of a given kind must be corrected for any liquid-junction potentials which 

might exist between the solution in question and that within the reference-electrode compartment 

(see section 40 of reference 12). 
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Working 	
j Diffuse 

Electrode 	Layer 	

Diffusion Layer 	
Bulk 

Double 
Solution 

®rls 	 ç 0r2s 

®rlg 	 • 	®r2g 

XBL 772-5 092 

Figure 1. Reference electrodes, which may be imaginary, positioned 
in the bulk solution and within the diffusion layer. (17) 
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In the absence of concentration variations, the two reference electrodes shown in figure 1 

would measure the ohmic potential drop between the two points labeled 1 and 2. In the presence of 

concentration variations, the potential difference between the two reference electrodes will be com-

posed of an ohmic portion and what is called a concentration overpotentiaL The concentration over-

potential, , reflects the thermodynamic effect of the difference in concentration between the inter-

face and the bulk solution. An additional contribution to the overall cell potential is the driving 

force required to make the electrode reactions proceed at appreciable rates. This surface overpoten-

tial, i, is defined as the potential of the working electrode relative to a reference electrode of the 

same kind, placed in the solution adjacent to the surface of the working electrode, but just outside 

the diffuse double layer. In terms of the notation of figure 1, this surface overpotential for a reac-

tion j would be written 

?lsj = V - V, g  = V - 	- ( i13 - 
v;. ig ) 	 ( 9) 

or 

77:j = V - 	- Uj ,0 	 (10) 

where tI, = ' 	is the potential just outside the double layer, as measured by a reference electrode 

of a given kind, and 

	

= V,13 
- 'ilg 	 (11) 

= 

	

[Ujo 
- L 
	sln  [f2l 	[Us  - RT 

	s1 ,,ln if.i.e 1].  

	

n F 	Po JJ 	flrç  F , 	 p0 J 

Here, the subscript re denotes the reference electrode reaction. The stoichiometric coefficient, s.d , 

refers to species i in a reaction j, written in the form 

 n3e, 	 (12) 

where flj denotes the number of electrons transferred, M1  refers to species i, and z 1  is the charge 

number of species i. 
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For a large class of electrochemical reactions, the current density depends exponentially on the 

surface overpotential according to the Butler-Volmer equation 

[.p 1c,iFI—a F
exp ii 	Z,J  

	1.. RT flsj J - 	
RT '1 	

(13) 

where i0  is the exchange current density for reaction j and depends on the concentrations c,. Usu-

ally, this dependence is expressed as 

I. 
ioj = foj ,ref  II 1_20 

I 	 (14) 
C1 ref  ) 

In equation 13, the first exponential term corresponds to the forward reaction rate for an anodic pro-

cess, and the second tenn represents the reverse reaction rate. Note that if the anodic surface over-

potential is large, the reverse reaction term can be neglected. This approximation, known as the 

Tafel approximation, produces a linear plot of surface overpotential vs. thà logarithm of current den-

sity. A more thorough discussion of overpotentials can be found in references 12 and 17. 

We have now introduced enough of the elements to be in a position to discuss the composition 

of the overall cell potential. This is due partly to the ohmic potential drop in the solution. In addi-

tion, there is a potential loss associated with the concentration variations in the solution near elec-

trodes, which we have termed the concentration overpotential. Finally, there is the surface overpo-

tentiai due to the limited rates of the electrode reactions. The sum of these is the cell potential, 

which can be written 

	

V = cI(anode) CF(cathode) 	 (15) 

= $(anode) - 	+ ( c - 2) - ( cathode) + 2 

= n, (anode) + 1c  (anode) + AL,. - 17c (cathode) - 7s (cathode) 

where 1 is the value that the potentialadjacent to the anode would have if there were no concentra- 

tion variations in the solution. The terms ,j and i for the cathode enter with negative signs 

because of the conventions that have been adopted. Since they are generally negative, they make a 

positive contribution to the cell potential. Thus, none of these terms, ohmic drop or overpotentials, 
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represents a source of energy. An example of how the various overpotentials contribute to the 

overall cell potential is shown in figure 2. The dotted line represents what the potential in the solu-

tion would be if all concentrations were at their bulk values. 

Note that this decomposition presumes a bulk solution and a diffusion layer adjacent to each 

electrode. In situations where this does not prevail, such as a cell with overlapping diffusion layers, 

or a porous electrode, it is necessary to start over from the basic equations, but the fundamentals 

remain the same. 

Channel Flow Cells 

Channel flow between two parallel planar electrodes is used in many industrial electrochemical 

processes, such as metal refining, energy storage, and electro-organic synthesis. Specific examples 

include copper refining, some zinc-halogen energy storage cells, and the Monsanto process for 

conversion of acrylonitrile to adiponitrile. 

Channel flow cells are very useful, since they provide continuous production, they are simple 

to operate and maintain, and they do not require a high capital investment. 18  In addition, the 

analysis of channel flow cells has been relatively well developed. 19  

A channel flow cell consists of two parallel plates, which serve as the anode and the cathode 

for electrochemical reactions. The electrolyte flows past the electrodes, and the current flow is per-

pendicular to the fluid flow. 

In general, a thin-gap cell with multiple reactions occurring on each electrode is difficult to 

analyze. The electrodes cannot be treated separately, and mass transfer, thermodynamics, and the 

kinetics of more than one reaction must be considered simultaneously. This problem can be solved, 

but for design purposes, it is useful to see if any simplifications can be made. One assumption that 

is commonly used is that the diffusion layers are thin. In this case, the electrodes can be treated 

separately. This is known as the Leveque approximation, 27  and it is valid as long as 

+ <0.01 Re Sc 	 (16) 

where 
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Figure 2. Overpotentials in an electrolytic cell. Solid line 
represents potential distribution in the absence 
of concentration variations. 
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Re =2<v>h/v 

Sc = v / D (about 1000 for most aqueous systems) 

L = length of electrodes 

h = spacing between electrodes. 

Thus we see that the thin-diffusion-layer approximation breaks down only if the electrodes are very 

long, the gap is very thin, or the velocity is very low. 

Parrish and Newman 23  used the Levjue approximation to obtain the current and concentration 

distributions in a channel flow cell. They examined the case of a metal deposition and dissolution 

reaction. Intuitively, one would expect that mass transfer would not be important near the front of 

each electrode, where the ions in solution are still unreacted. Further down the channel, however, 

the solution becomes depleted of metal ions. Mass transfer then begins to affect the cathodic deposi-

tion reaction. The anodic dissolution reaction, however, is not affected by the concentration of ions 

in the solution. Therefore, we would not expect the anodic reaction to become mass-transfer limited. 

In the absence of mass transfer, the current distribution is governed by the ohmic potential 

drop and the reaction kinetics. This current distribution is called the secondary current distribution. 

If there are no kinetic limitations, however, the current distribution is called the primary distribu-

tion. To calculate the primary current distribution, one would solve Laplace's equation for the 

potential, assuming that the potential adjacent to each electrode is held at a constant value. For two 

electrodes embedded in planar channel walls, the primary current density is infinite at the electrode 

edges. The secondary current distribution is similar to the primary distribution, but it is more uni-

form because there are kinetic limitations. Therefore, the current density is not infinite anywhere, 

but it is still higher at the electrode edges. 

If mass transfer dominates the current distribution, on the other hand, the current density is 

high only at the front of the electrode, and it decreases with distance down the channel. 

For an anodic dissolution reaction, one would expect that mass transfer would not be impor-

tant. Therefore, the current distribution should resemble the secondary current distribution. Parr- 

14 

ish and Newman found that this is indeed the case. The cathodic current distribution, however, 
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should behave like a secondary current distribution near the front of the electrode, but like a mass-

transfer limited current distribution near the back. In fact, Parrish and Newman's numerical results 

show maxima in the cathodic current densities. These maxima arise from a compromise between the 

secondary current distribution and the mass-transfer-limited current distribution. 

Throughout their analysis, Parrish and Newman assumed a single reaction at each electrode. 

Very often, this simplifying assumption is valid. 28  Occasionally, however, multiple reactions must be 

considered. 19.20.21.29  The assumption of a single reaction may be checked by identifying a single 

parameter which characterizes the manner in which a side reaction tends to obscure the limiting-

current plateau for a main, or desired, reaction? It is the magnitude of the side reaction relative to 

the main reaction at potentials in the neighborhood of the limiting-current plateau which is impor-

tant. 

Figure 3 illustrates this concept for the example of copper deposition as the main reaction and 

hydrogen evolution as the side reaction. The solid line, labeled "Main Cathodic Reaction," is the 

current-potential curve of interest. The curves in the figure are plots of the potential difference, 

V - 4,, vs. the logarithm of the current density, where V is the electrode potential, and 4', is the 

potential in the solution just outside the double layer, as measured by a reference electrode of the 

same kind as the main reaction. Note that the potential difference V - 1',, is related to the surface 

overpotential by equation 10, 

77jj = V - 	- Uj ,0 	 (10) 

where U 0  is defined by equation 11. 

Figure 3 shows the following six curves: 

Tafel Approximation of Main Anodic Reaction (copper dissolution) 

Tafel Approximation of Side Anodic Reaction (production of hydrogen ions) 

Tafel Approximation of Main Cathodic Reaction (copper deposition) 

Tafel Approximation of Side Cathodic Reaction (hydrogen evolution) 

Main Cathodic Reaction Limiting Current 

Main Cathodic Reaction (copper deposition) 
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Figure 3. Qualitative sketch of the current-potential curves for a 
main and a side reaction showing some of the parameters 
defined in the text. (17) 
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The heavy line for the main cathodic reaction has two asymptotes: at high I V - 	
' 

the reaction is 

mass-transfer controlled (curve 5); at low I V 
- 

c,j, the reaction is kineticallycontrolled (curve 3). 

The Tafel approximation is applied to the cathodic reactions, since it is unlikely that the back-

ward terms in the Butler-Volmer equation are important in the neighborhood of the limiting-current 

plateau, where —'q is large. The anodic reactions are plotted as Tafel lines to illustrate that the 

limiting-current plateau is not affected by either anodic reaction. Although the Tafel approximation 

is not valid near I = 0, we are interested in the neighborhood of the limiting-current plateau, which 

is far from '0 Therefore, we only examine the portion of the Tafel curve near the limiting-current 

plateau, where the backward terms in the Butler-Volmer equation can be neglected. 

As long as there are no mass-transfer limitations, the plot of V - 	 vs. log I I I will remain 

linear. Note that the solid line for the main cathodic reaction does start to bend over as mass 

transfer comes into play. The side cathodic reaction, hydrogen evolution, however, has no mass- 

- transfer limitations because hydrogen evolution occurs from a solution with excess hydrogen ion in 

the supporting electrolyte. 

To plot a Tafel line, one needs not only the slope, but also the value of V - 	 at a single 

current density, i. If this current density is chosen as the exchange current density at the reference 

concentrations, then 

V 
- 	 = Urn  ,,cf 
	 (17) 

where Urn ,j.j is given by 

U°  - 	
1 + 	Sj re 1fl . 	 (18) 5im hh1  re nF 

, 	 ~'P'_-.f  J 	F 	( ci.-  Po J 

The Tafel approximation can also be written for the main reaction in the anodic direction. 

Again, at I = lorn.ref' I V 
- 

is Urn  ref In fact, the anodic and cathodic Tafel lines, for any 

reaction j, intersect at fof ref and U)  ref , if the surface concentrations are at their reference values. 

Therefore, for any reaction j, if one knows the exchange current densities, 'of ref , and the anodic 

and cathodic transfer coefficients, aq  and a01 , one can plot lines similar to those shown in figure 3. 
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The parameters A m  and 4, also shown in figure 3, characterize the magnitude of the anodic 

part of a reaction, at the electrode potential for which the main reaction is beginning to reach the 

limiting current. This parameter is defined, 29  for a reaction j, as 

	

I loj,ref 	 ______ 
II +a/aj 	

faoi_F 	
(19) 

im 
A 

= 	. i:m 	
exp 

RT 

It should be noted that, if the surface concentrations are not at the reference values, the Tafel 

lines will be shifted. For example, if the concentration of dissolved hydrogen is less than CH2,TeJ, 

then the Tafel line for the anodic side reaction will be shifted to the left. The exact placement of 

this line, in this case, however, does not affect the length of the limiting-current plateau for the 

main reaction. In fact, neither anodic reaction affects the length of the limiting-current plateau. 

Thus, since the limiting-current region is of greatest interest, the anodic reactions are not important. 

The electrode potential, Vm , for which the main reaction is beginning to reach the limiting 

current is, in the absence of an ohmic potential drop, approximately equal to 

Vm  = Umr - RT 
	4m i 

In I acm F 	om.ref ] 

	

(20) 

At the potential defined by equation 20, the current density for the side reaction divided by the Jim-

iting current density for the main reaction is proportional to exp(—aFU3 1RT), where 

= Um ,ei U, ,ej 
RT 

In 	I I 	
+ 	in 

RT 	10m.e1 J 	(21) 
--a, F 	.. 1m,lim 	acm F 	(, mjim 

corresponds to the length of the limiting-current plateau, as shown in figure 3. The parameter iU, 

shows that both the exchange current density and the open-circuit potential determine the relative 

significance of a side reaction. If the exchange current density is very small or the open-circuit 

potential is quite negative, AU, will be large, and the side reaction will not obscure the limiting-

current plateau. 

Cell Optimization 
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The goal in designing any reactor is to maximize the profit or to minimize the total cost by 

making an appropriate choice of operating variables and cell dimensions. Naturally, there are con-

straints, such as mass-transfer and current-potential relationships, as well as feed and product 

specifications. Usually, however, there are few enough constraints that there is enough flexibility to 

perform a cost minimization. 

An example of the tradeoff between capital and operating costs in a fuel cell has been dis-

cussed by Newman. 30  Ibl and his co-workers 3133  have also treated the design and optimization of 

various electrochemical systems. Alkire et al. 34  have discussed the optimization of electrochemical 

systems having many variables. We shall discuss here the example of optimization of potential and 

hydrogen utilization in an acid fuel cell. 

A fuel cell for commercial power generation consists of a device to reform a hydrocarbon fuel 

to yield hydrogen and an electrochemical reactor, where this hydrogen is combined with oxygen 

from the air to produce water vapor and electric power. In this example, we shall perform a 

simplified cost analysis, where only the capital costs and the fuel costs will be included. The fuel 

cost, denoted C1, will include all operating costs which can be associated with or set proportional to 

the consumption of fuel. Thus, the reformer costs will be included in C1 . The tradeoff between 

capital and operating costs results because there is an optimum fuel utilization beyond which the 

increase in electrode area costs more than can be justified by the increase in electric power pro-

duced. 

To perform the optimization, one must first write an expression for the cost to be minimized. 

In this example, we shall write the cost in terms of the hydrogen utilization u and the cell potential 

V where utilization is defined as the fraction of the hydrogen in the feed that is consumed in the 

electrochemical reactor. To write the cost in terms of only the variables u and V. one needs to 

know how the cell potential depends on current density and gas composition. Once the cost is writ-

ten in terms of u and V, the optimization is performed by simply setting the derivatives of the cost 

with respect to u and V equal to zero, and solving for u and V. 
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To calculate the relationship among cell potential, current density and gas composition, one 

can assume that the air cathode obeys Tafel kinetics. At the hydrogen electrode, on the other hand, 

the surface overpotential is negligible, and the Nernst equation applies, where the anode potential 

differs from the potential of the adjacent hydrogen reference electrode mainly because the hydrogen 

partial pressure differs from the reference pressure of 1 atm. Finally, one can calculate the ohmic 

potential drop within the cell and combine the three equations to obtain the relationship among cell 

potential, current density and gas composition, 

RT (PO2PH2 
½) 

V=U'+-Tln 	, 	
j_R'I. 	 (22) 

The partial pressures of oxygen and hydrogen appearing in equation 22 are at the catalyst layers and 

must be obtained from the values in the flowing streams by allowance for the gas-phase mass-transfer 

resistance through the inert gas in the electrode substrates. These partial pressures are then substi-

tuted into equation 22 to obtain the desired current-potential relationship. 

Next, one needs an expression for the total cost. In this example, the total cost is the fuel cost 

plus the capital cost. Let C1 be the value of a unit of hydrogen in the feed, and K C1 be the value 

of hydrogen in the exit fuel stream after a utilization u, where C1 is expressed in 5/coulomb. Let 

the capital costs be expressed by Ca,  having units of S/s-cm 2, based on superficial electrode area. 

C is obtained by multiplying the total capital cost (S/cm 2) by a factor such as 0.3 yr'. representing 

the effect of interest, depreciation, and taxes. Components with a five-year life and a 10% interest 

rate might give rise to this factor. The total cost can now be expressed as 

cost  
time - — C12FFa X?i 	f - C1 K2FF0 X' + C0 A 01  , 	 ( 23) 

where F = Faraday's constant, 96,487 C /equiv 

F. = flow rate of inerts on anode side, mol /s 

X77121' = ratio of moles of H 2  to moles of inerts in the exit stream 
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X712  = ratio of moles of H 2  to moles of inerts in the feed stream 

A, 0, = superficial electrode area, cm 2  

The first term on the right is the cost of the hydrogen feed stream, the second term is the 

resale value of the hydrogen exit stream, and the last term is the capital cost. We are concerned 

with minimizing the cost per unit of electric energy, which is the ratio of the cost per unit time to 

the electric power produced, where 

Power = P = 5 V I dA. 	 (24) 

Here, I is the superficial current density, expressed in A/cm 2. As a step toward writing the total 

cost in terms of u and V. we can relate the flow rate and consumption of hydrogen to the electric 

current by Faraday's Law 

(XHO  —X H2) = 2FF0 X 2u' = 5! dA, 	 (25) 

where u' denotes the value of the utilization u for a local mole ratio XH 2  of hydrogen. Now we can 

write the total area as 

udul 
A, 0, = 2FFQXJ2 f -p, 	 (26) 

and the electric power from equation 24 becomes 

P = 2FF0Xf,2 5 V du' . 	 (27) 

By means of these relationships, the power cost takes the form 

[Cf  
—CjK(l —u) + C. 

Ce= 	 U 	
. 	 ( 28) 

fVdu' 



This equation has been written so that the extensive quantities - power required, electrode area A, 01 , 

and flow rate of the fuel stream - have been eliminated in favor of the utilization u, an intensive 

variable. 

We shall restrict ourselves here to the case where the cell potential V is a constant for all 

values of the utilization. Now we can set the derivatives of the power cost in equation 28 with 

respect to u and V equal to zero. The differentiation with respect to u gives, after some manipula-

tion, 

	

ClKu Cdu' 	dK 
+(l—u)-----, 	 (29) 

I 	u 	u 0 1 	dii 

where C = C0 /C1 is the ratio of the capital cost to the fuel cost and has the units of A/cm 2. The 

differentiation with respect to V gives 

l_K(1_u)+Cf-!_=VCfIiLl 
1 	 aVJ j2 	 (30) 

The results of this optimization show that when depleted hydrogen can be sold at cost, that is, 

K. = I, it is economical to operate with the richest fuel and air streams available, as expected. 

Thus the optimum utilization obtained from equation 29 is u =0. Substituting this into equation 30 

gives 

3V 
-- 	 (31) 

This equation, when coupled with the current-potential relationship, gives the optimum current den-

sity or cell potential. For C, the ratio of capital to fuel cost, approaching infinity, equation 31 says 

that the power maximum, where dVJ/dI =0, is the optimum. As fuel costs become more important 

and C decreases, optimum operation is at a current density below (and a potential above) the power 

maximum. The limit K. = 1 will give the most favorable power cost, 

Cj I 	Cl 

	

Ce (l+ 	 (32) j.  
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The other extreme is K. = 0, where waste hydrogen has no value. This will be the worst case 

and will yield the highest optimum utilization, for a given cost ratio C. 

Porous Electrodes 

1. Introduction 

In the discussion above we have considered a flow channel as a possible reactor configuration. 

We wish now to focus attention on porous electrodes as another class of electrochemical reactors. 

Porous electrodes can be used in flow-through configurations as in fuel cells, redox energy 

storage systems, and chemical reactors or in closed configurations as in many primary and secondary 

batteries. Thus, porous electrodes find potential applications as electrochemical reactors in a variety 

of areas. flow-through porous electrodes are reviewed by Newman and Tiedemann. 35  The mass 

transfer of reacting species within the fixed bed and the ohmic potential variation throughout the 

bed are treated in detail. A second review article treats porous electrodes with regard to battery 

applications. 36  A literature survey is given in each review. 

Two distinguishing features of porous electrodes are the intimate contact of the electrode with 

the solution (and possibly a gaseous phase) and the high surface area to volume ratio that can be 

obtained. The high surface area to volume ratio is important to applications where the intrinsic rate 

of the heterogeneous,. electrochemical reaction is slow. In processes using double-layer adsorption, 

the high surface area is again important. Dilute reactants in solution require the close proximity of 

solution and electrode to enhance mass transfer to the electrode surface. In battery or fuel-cell 

applications, porous electrodes offer a means for storing the soluble reactants in close proximity to 

the electrode surface. For non-conducting reactants of low solubility, another solid phase (as in bat-

teries) or gas phase(as in fuel cells) may be incorporated into the system. 

Flow-through porous electrodes could find applications in the area of metal processing. This 

includes the purification, electrowinning, and possibly electroplating of aluminum, copper, mág-

nesium, sodium, manganese, nickel, gold, silver, and chromium. The electrorefining of aluminum 
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from an aluminum-manganese alloy might involve a flow-through porous anode in order to prevent 

the dissolved manganese from reaching the cathode. Solutions too dilute to treat with electrowin-

ning processes may be treated with a flow-through porous electrode. Dilute aqueous metal removal 

and recovery of copper, 37  silver, 38  and mercury 39  have been studied in fixed-bed, flow-through porous 

electrodes. Copper was recovered from feed streams of 667 ppm with effluent concentrations less 

than 1 ppm, with simultaneous production of a concentrated stream of 47,660 ppm. Copper recovery 

has also been investigated in fluidized-bed reactors. 40 ' 4 ' Gold can readily be recovered from plating 

baths which have deteriorated, and streams from processing photographic emulsions can be reduced 

to less than 1 ppm silver. Mercury contamination in brine solutions has been reduced to concentra-

tions as low as 5 ppb from feed streams of 50 ppm. Reduction of contaminants usually requires pro-

cessing of large volumes of dilute solutions. For metal removal, consideration must be made for the 

periodic removal of material from the matrix. Oxidation of organic contaminants, however, can 

proceed with no retention of solids. 

The use of porous electrodes in electro-organic syntheses may provide an economical alterna-

tive to other chemical routes. The electrochemical synthesis may give higher yields under less 

severe operating constraints. The ability to control the electrode potential allows optimization for a 

particular reaction product, while minimizing side reactions or multiple products. A bibliography of 

electro-organic syntheses has been recently compiled by Swann and Alkire. 42  

Energy storage and conversion systems may use flow-through porous electrodes. Flow-redox 

systems, zinc-chlorine hydrate storage systems, and fuel cells are some examples. It has also been 

shown that the performance of some primary or secondary batteries could be enhanced by a fresh 

supply of electroIyte. 43 ' 44  A promising zinc-bromine secondary battery system uses a flowing electro-

lyte. 

Flow-through porous electrodes also find applications in fundamental studies. Appel and New-

man 45  apply a limiting current method for the measurement of mass-transfer coefficients at very low 

Reynolds numbers. Fedkiw and Newman 46  summarize mass-transfer results of several workers. The 

results are correlated by a dual-sized, straight-pore model for the bed's pore volume. 



2. Governing Equations 

The many potential applications of porous electrodes warrant the need for a mathematical 

description of the system. One can then scale-up a system or predict the result of a change in 

operating parameters. This modeling can lead to designs that optimize or maximize the desired pro-

cess. Less detailed modeling can be a guide in screening various alternatives such as newly proposed 

battery systems. It is important, then, to develop guidelines as to the behavior of porous electrodes. 

Porous electrodes are inherently different from planar electrodes due to the intimate contact of 

the solution and matrix phases. Here the current flows within the matrix and the solution phases, 

and exchanges between the matrix and solution nonuniformly throughout the bed. An electrical ana-

log that can help picture the inherent complications is seen in figure 4. This figure shows two porous 

electrodes operating as an electrolytic cell. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the matrix and solution 

phases respectively. Subscripts a and c refer to the anode and cathode, and R. represents the resis-

tance due to the separator. When current flows through the porous electrode, the electrical double-

layer capacity (represented by Cd)  is charged. This is a net flow of current through the solution 

causing a change in solution composition near the interface. In parallel to this process, net current 

flows via a faradaic reaction where R. represents the charge-transfer resistance of the electrochemi-

cal reaction. These processes occur nonuniformly throughout the volume of the porous bed. It is 

cautioned that this figure is meant to serve as a guide in thinking about the distribution of reactions 

in porous electrodes, but is not a substitute for modeling the porous electrode with the appropriate 

governing equations. Mass transfer of reacting species, for example, is not considered in the electri-

cal analog. 

The mathematical description of porous electrodes assumes a macrohomogeneous system. The 

porous bed is represented as the superposition of two continua, a matrix and a solution. The actual 

geometric detail of the bed is ignored. Average physical parameters such as porosity and surface 

area are used. This type of analysis leads to a volume-averaged approach in the governing 

47 ' 4  differential equations.  

25 
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Figure 4. Simplified electrical analog of a porous anode and 
cathode (subscripts a and c respectively) showing the 
resistance in the matrix phases (subscript 1) and 
solution phases (subscript 2). Also shown is the faradaic 
charge transfer resistance (RF) electrical double-layer 
capacity (Cd),  and separator resistance (Rs)• 
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A schematic of a section of a porous bed is shown in figure 5. The volume-averaged material 

balance4  of a species i within a flooded porous bed in the absence of homogeneous chemical reac-

tions takes the form (compare equation 4) 

ô(c1 ) 

ajin at (33) 

Here three different averages are used. e is the porosity or void volume fraction. a is the specific 

interfacial area (surface area of pore walls per unit volume of bed). ci  is the concentration averaged 

over the volume of solution in the pores. €c1  is then the superficial concentration averaged over the 

bed volume (matrix plus pores). ji. is the normal component of the pore wall flux of species i into 

the solution relative to the velocity of the pore wall, averaged over the interfacial area. N i  is the 

average flux of species i in the pore solution averaged over the cross-sectional area of the pore plus 

matrix. 

With the flux N i  referenced to the cross-sectional area of the pore plus matrix, the superficial 

current density i 2  in the solution phase is given as 

= Fz1 N,. 	 (34) 

Similarly, i 1 , the current density in the matrix phase, is defined to refer to the superficial area and 

not to the area of an individual phase. 

The matrix and solution phases are taken to be electrically neutral. For the solution, then, 

z i ci  = 0. 	 (35) 

We have assumed that the electrical double layer at the matrix pore interface is a small volume com-

pared to our averaging volume. This assumption may break down for very dilute solutions and high-

surface-area electrodes. Electroneutrality requires that the divergence of the total current density 

(i + i 2)  is zero; charge leaving the matrix must enter the solution. Thus, 

Vi 1 +Vi 2 =0. 	 (36) 

A combination of equations 33, 34, and 35 gives 
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Figure 5. Schematic of a one-dimensional porous electrode. 
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Vi 2 = aFz,j, = ai , 	 (37) 

where i,, is the average transfer current density from the matrix to the solution phase. Vi 2  is the 

transfer current per unit volume of the electrode (A/cm 3) and is positive for anodic currents. For a 

single electrode reaction represented as 

	

ne -, 	 (38) 

Faraday's law becomes 

aj1  = - 	= - - Vi 2 	 (39) 

Substitution into equation 33 and neglect of double-layer charging yield 

ô(€c1) 
=—vN, --—Vi 2 . 	 ( 40) 

81 	 nF 

A kinetic polarization equation relating the local rate of reaction (transfer current density) to the 

surface concentrations and interfacial potential drop is needed. For the porous electrode, equation 

13 becomes 

[exp
1a,F   

Vi 2 = aio 	
1 F 

J - exp 
RT ' JJ 	(41) 

Porosity changes can be taken into account by a solid-phase material balance for a single electrode 

reaction: 

af 
 = —AV1 2 , 

at 
 

where 

AO 	
sM1 

 
solid P1 Ph 

phases 

Transport processes are needed to complete our description. Ohm's law for the matrix phase is 

= 
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where o• is an effective matrix conductivity dependent on the composition of solid phases, the manner 

in which the grannules of the conducting phases are connected together, and the volume fraction of 

conducting phase or phases. 

For a dilute electrolytic solution in the pores, the flux of a mobile solute can be attributed to 

diffusion, dispersion, migration, and convection (compare equation 1): 

N. 	 vc1  
- (Di+Da )VCi —z 1 u1 Fc,V 2  + -, (45) 

where u1  is a corrected ionic mobility and D. is an ionic diffusion coefficient corrected for the tor-

tuosity of the pores. D. represents the effect of axial dispersion. A discussion of the effect of axial 

dispersion on the average mass-transfer coefficient is found in the review article by Newman and 

Tiedemann; 35  see also Fedkiw and Newman. 49  The current density in the solution phase can now be 

represented by 

2 = —KV2 - Fz,D1 Vc, 	 (46) 

where K = eF2 z 12u, c•. The second term in equation 46 represents the diffusion potential. As a 

consequence of electroneutrality, convection and dispersion make no contribution to the current den-

sity. 

We should also recognize here that other forms of the transport equations may be necessary to 

describe a system. The appropriate equations for a concentrated binary electrolyte are given in New-

man and Tiedemann. 36  Two binary molten salts are treated by Pollard and Newman. 50  When neces-

sary, the full multicomponent transport equations can be used. (Compare the discussion of equation 

2.) 

In summary, the equations presented above have been found to describe adequately porous 

electrodes in many cases. A certain level of complexity is necessary in order to treat the simultane-

ous interaction of the physical processes. Equations 33, 34, 35, and 45 govern the transport, conser-

vation, and electrical neutrality in the solution phase. Equation 44 covers the transport in the 

matrix phase. Equations 36 and 41 couple the species in the bulk phase to the electrochemical 
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processes occurring at the interface. These equations are normally considered boundary conditions 

in systems not involving porous electrodes, but here they are applied throughout the volume of the 

bed. 

Let us now illustrate an important design principle for flow-through porous electrodes. 35' 37  Con-

sider the case of reducing a species i at the limiting current in an excess of supporting electrolyte. 

Equation 33 becomes 

dPi, 
dx = aj 1  (47) 

for a one-dimensional, steady-state material balance. In the absence of migration in an electric field 

for the reacting species, the superficial flux of species I in the direction of the superficial fluid velo-

city is (from equation 45) 

N =(D1  +Da ) 
dc1

+C1V. 	 (48) 
dx 

The local flux to the wall is given by a local mass-transfer coefficient km  such that 

Jut = km  (c10  - c) = km  C 1 , 	 ( 49) 

where the wall concentration c 0  has been set equal to zero at limiting current. Substitution of equa-

tions 48 and 49 into the continuity equation 47 gives 

de, 	 d 2c, 
V =  
dx 	

(D1  + 	
dx 2 

- akm cj . 	 ( 50) 

Equation 50 governs the concentration distribution of species i throughout the reactor. It is solved 

subject to the Danckwerts, 5 ' Werner and Wilhelm 52  boundary conditions for the concentration of 

species I at the inlet (x =0) and the outlet (x =L) of the reactor. This formulation assumes that an 

inert packing extends from the active portion of the bed in both the upstream and downstream direc-

tions. A result of the constraints that the concentration of species i cannot increase without bounds 

and that the concentration and flux should be continuous is that 

dc1  
aix =L. 	 (51) 

dx 
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For the upstream boundary condition, an inlet concentration of c0 and continuous concentration and 

flux give 

dc, 
C0V = c,v–(D1 +Da)r  at x 0. 	 (52) 

Under this condition, the concentration at the inlet of the bed will be less than c 0  because some of 

the reactant will have diffused ahead to the active portion of the bed. The solution t, equation 50 

subject to boundary conditions 51 and 52 is 

e 	± –e ° exp [aL fj + -J] B 2  
0 = 

B + -(l - B) exp [
(53) 

aL  [ + 4 
 

where we have introduced the quantities 

Ci 	

_____ 	

fakm 	
+ Da ) 

' 

akmx D' = 
	(D, 

Co 	 V 	 2  

B 	1 + '/1 + 4D' 
and a = akm /v. = 	

2 

Note that equation 53 simply reduces to 

C1 = c 0e 
- 	 (55) 

or 0 = e 

when the effects of axial dispersion and diffusion are ignored. 

Substitution of Faraday's law for the local flux to the wall in equation 49 governs the behavior 

of the superficial current density in the solution. Equation 50 becomes 

dc1 	 d 2c1 	s di 2  
v— = ( D, + Da)j - -- . 	 ( 56) 

dx 	 dx 	nFdx 

For an upstream counterelectrode, the current density i 2  must go to zero at the back of the electrode 

as all the current has been transferred to the matrix and current collector. Using this boundary con-

dition and integrating equation 56 give 
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v(c1 - CL) = (D1  + Do) dc1 — Si  2' 	 (57)  1.  dx 	nF 

where the subscript L refers to the exit of the reactor. Ohm's law for the solution (equation 46) is 

taken as 

d$2  

dx
=  (58) 

The diffusion potential has been ignored here, a good assumption when an excess of supporting elec-

trolyte is present. Integration of equation 58 subject to equations 57 and 54 gives the local variation 

of potential through the bed. This result is expressed as 

nFvc 0  v 
2(L) -$2(0) = 	-I B2Oem - - -( aL + 1 +D)OL I. 	(59) 

SRK akm L 	 B 	 J 

Figure 6 shows the nature of the potential variation through the electrode bed. The potential in the 

matrix is constant through the length of the bed if the matrix conductivity is very high. The ohmic 

potential drop in the solution causes the variation in solution potential. The potential driving force 

at the back of the electrode cD, - 4 2(L) must be large enough to insure limiting current, while the 

potential difference at the front of the electrode must not be large enough to have secondary reac-

tions, such as hydrogen evolution. Thus, we have a maximum allowable ohmic potential drop in our 

reactor. As the bracketed quantity in equation 59 is of order unity, the coefficient of this quantity 

represents the magnitude of the potential variation in the porous bed. Thus we see that, for given 

values of Co and ic, side reactions limit the maximum flow rate through the bed. Since v/ak m  

represents the order of magnitude of the distance through the reactor where the reaction occurs to an 

appreciable extent, a limit on the velocity therefore limits the useful thickness of the bed. 

- 2(0) can be assigned a maximum value based on data that might be taken on rotating-disk 

electrode. Equation 59 can then be solved for the velocity v. What is left to be specified, then, is 

the length of the electrode. The length of the electrode is governed by the desired degree of conver-

sion. Equation 53 can be solved for L if y is replaced by aL and 0 is replaced by 0J , the desired 

conversion. In the case of neglecting the effect of axial dispersion and diffusion, 
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Figure 6. Variation of solution and matrix potentials as a function 
of position through a porous cathode. Matrix conductivity 
is infinite. 
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L = 
V

—in -J. 	 (60) 
ak,,, 	CL 

As mentioned above, other configurations of anode placement and current collector placement 

can be considered. 53  Qualitatively, an upstream counterelectrode will yield the highest reactant con-

centration and the highest potential driving force at the front of the electrode. A downstream coun-

terelectrode will have the maximum reactant concentration where the potential driving force is smal-

lest. Thus this latter configuration might appear to give a more uniform reaction distribution 

throughout the bed. It is important then to consider the best configuration to achieve a given objec-

tive. Calculations show that the best configuration for achieving low effluent concentrations is with 

an upstream counterelectrode. This rule applies for both high or low ratios of u/x. In fact, a limit-

ing current distribution cannot be achieved for a system utilizing a downstream counterelectrode 

(except for short reactors). For very high values of u/K, the matrix potential is constant, and place-

ment of the current collector is not important. For moderate matrix conductivities the optimum 

placement of the current collector depends on the particular chemical system being investigated and 

the actual value of u/x. 

We have considered above that often a flow-though porous electrode may be ohmically limited. 

This suggests an alternative configuration seen at the bottom of figure 7. The flow-by porous elec-

trode configuration has the advantage that the flow of current is perpendicular to the fluid flow. The 

electrodes can be made thin to minimize the ohmic potential drop in the electrodes, and they can be 

made long to achieve high conversions. The disadvantage of the flow-by configuration is the neces-

sity of including a separator to avoid anolyte and catholyte mixing. The mathematical analysis is 

also inherently more complicated due to the two-dimensional nature of the problem. Two dimen-

sional modeling work has been done by Alkire and Ng. They treat a cylindrical packed-bed elec-

trode surrounded by a concentric counterelectrode. Trainham and Newman 55  present an engineering 

model that compares the performance on an economic basis of the two porous electrode 

configurations for redox energy storage. The results of the computer optimization show that the 

flow-by configuration is superior in this case, where the dimensionless quantity nFDO CO 1SRKM2 is 

large. For dilute solutions (small values of enFDQ cO 1sR KIM 2) the flow-through configuration may 
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Figure 7. Various configurations of electrode placement relative 
to the direction of fluid flow. (a) and (b) are 
flow-through configurations (current and fluid flow are 
parallel), and (c) is the flow-by configuration (current 
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continue to have merit. Fedkiw presents a comparison of the performance of flow-through and 

flow-by electrodes operated at limiting current. For a given maximum ohmic potential drop and 

desired conversion, he concludes that a flow-by electrode with a length to width aspect ratio greater 

than 5 will have a higher processing rate than a flow-through electrode. An ultimate design of a 

flow-by electrode must recognize that it can be run below the limiting current. 

It is clear that the flow-by system holds sufficient promise that more detailed mathematical 

modeling and scale-up criteria are needed. The zinc-bromine secondary battery system as well as 

flow-redox energy storage systems have evolved to flow-by configurations. 

3. Battery Applications 

Let us now focus attention on the use of porous electrodes for battery applications. Several 

levels of mathematical sophistication can be used to examine battery systems. Initially we should 

like to develop guidelines for screening prospective systems. As development of a new or old system 

continues, we then resort to more sophisticated mathematical models for our design and scale-up. 

Before going into details, let us consider some general aspects of battery systems. 57  

We wish to examine desirable characteristics for batteries so that we may define inherent limi-

tations or areas needing development for new and existing systems. One recognizes that listing a set 

of desirable characteristics implies a particular application. In examing a new or old system we wish 

to look at advantages and disadvantages in terms of cost (perhaps amortized cost/cycle), energy and 

power density, shelf life, reversibility, energy and coulombic efficiencies, material utilization 

efficiency, cycle life, reliability, portability, safety, and availability of materials. 

One of the first characteristics of a battery to be considered is its voltage and specific energy. 

Knowledge of the overall reaction allows calculation of the open-circuit potential from thermo-

dynamic data. Dividing the potential by the equivalent weight (kg/C) yields the theoretical specific 

energy of the electrode pair. Thus, more energetic electrode couples with lower equivalent weight 

will increase the theoretical specific energy. From a practical viewpoint, the advantage of more 

energetic couples must be weighed against the more severe materials compatibility requirements in 

the more corrosive environment. For new batteries the specific energy quoted is often a theoretical 
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energy based only on the mass of active materials. The theoretical specific energy of the lead-acid 

battery is 218 W-h/kg based on the active materials Pb0 2, Pb, and H2SO4. Including the weight of 

the solvent (for an initial concentration of 5 M H 2SO4) decreases the energy to approximately 100 

W-h/kg. Addition of the weights of current collectors, excess active materials, separator, container, 

and connecting posts decreases this value further to approximately 40 W-h/kg. A rule of thumb that 

the final specific energy is 25 to 30 percent of the theoretical specific energy has been found to be 

approximately true for several systems. This rule should be used with caution, but it does illustrate 

the performance penalities associated with battery packaging and scale-up. 

Knowledge of the specific energy of the system can be used to assess the promise of a given 

system. Data on the specific power of the system are also needed to determine the ability of the bat-

tery to deliver energy at different rates. The maximum specific power that a battery can deliver can 

be approximately calculated by (U/2) 2/R, where U is the open-circuit potential and A. is the sum 

of the internal area specific resistances (2-cm 2) times the loading density of material (kg/cm 2). The 

area specific resistance can be estimated on the basis of electrolyte conductivity and separator thick-

ness. Battery designs with large current densities should keep overall area specific resistances down 

to approximately to 1 2-cm 2  and keep area specific resistances of the separator itself down to about 

0.2 2-cm2. These calculations become more refined as we obtain more information on a system. 

Higher specific energies and specific powers are important in applications where total weight or 

volume are important. In electric vehicle applications, for example, a battery may not have enough 

energy or power to carry itself and its support structure. 

Three system efficiencies characterize the performance of a battery. Coulombic efficiency is a 

measure of the reversibility of the electrodes or the presence of side reactions. Is is given by the 

ratio of the number of coulombs released during discharge to the number of coulombs required to 

charge the system back to its initial state. Energy efficiency is calculated by multiplying the 

coulombic efficiency by the ratio of average discharge voltage to average charging voltage. 

Differences in charge and discharge voltages are due to irreversibilities associated with the ohmic 

potential drop in the solution and matrix, and overpotentials associated with electrode kinetics and 

mass-transfer resistances. Coulombic efficiencies can often approach 100 percent, while energy 
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efficiencies are typically 50 to 80 percent. The method of charging and discharging the battery will 

affect both of these numbers. 

The material utilization efficiency is the ratio of the actual coulombs passed during discharge 

to the theoretical amount of active material available. Utilizations of 70-80 percent are typical, and 

again are dependent on the method of discharge as well as any imposed cut-off voltage. Material 

utilizations often decrease with cycling. Among the factors that can lead to material utilizations less 

than 100 percent are the isolation of active materials, solubility problems with reactants and pro-

ducts, and, as mentioned above, any imposed voltage cut-off. Isolation of active material can occur 

when an insoluble, insulating reaction product covers the active material. Highly nonuniform reac-

tion distributions can lead to pore blockage. Differences in the molar volume of reactants and pro-

ducts cause porosity changes which can lead to matrix fracture. 

The solubility of reactants and products is important to material utilization as well as cycle life 

and shelf life. Dunning 58  identifies a range of approximately 5xl0 5  to 1 l.4x10 5  molar for the desir-

able solubility range of a sparingly soluble reactant. The lower limit of solubility is based on the 

need to diffuse the reactant to the active sites from sparingly soluble crystallites. The ability to 

store the reactant in close proximity to the active site was listed as one of the advantages of porous 

electrodes. The upper limit of solubility can determine the shelf life of the cell because of self-

discharge processes. In general, a soluble reactant on discharge will react if it can diffuse to the 

other electrode, while a soluble reactant on charge will be substantially inert if it diffuses to the 

other electrode. A soluble discharge reactant can be permanently incorporated into the other elec-

trode and not be recoverable on charge. The magnitude of solubility also influences the redistribu-

tion of active material. The relatively high solubility of ZnO in KOH leads to marked concentration 

changes on cycling, and these can couple with the fluid flow to produce zinc shape change. 59,60 

We have mentioned above that the method of charging can affect the efficiencies of a given 

system. Ideally the charging process will restore the battery to its state at the onset of the discharge 

cycle. In general the charging process plays an important role in the cycle life and performance of a 

battery. Two common charging methods that may be used are constant current and constant voltage. 
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These can be combined with voltage or current limits to help minimize side reactions, or for thermal 

management. Side reactions, however, often do occur on charge. If these reactions occur preferen-

tially on one electrode, an imbalance in state-of-charge occurs. The ability of the system to accept 

overcharge then becomes important. More sophisticated charging procedures can be developed, but 

may be prohibitively expensive depending on specific applications. In some redox energy storage 

systems, for example, a third electrode is used to correct for imbalances in state-of-charge. 

Porous battery electrodes can be constructed in a variety of configurations. Often individual 

electrodes are constructed with a highly conducting, inert substrate (grid) that mechanically holds 

the porous matrix in place. It should be strong enough to withstand volume changes on cycling and 

be inert over the operating temperature and voltage ranges. For a battery plate with poorly conduct-

ing active materials, the grid is necessary to act as a current collector to conduct electrons to or 

from the reaction site. For moderately conducting active materials it can act as a secondary current 

collector. In electrode configurations using grids, the current is collected from each plate and is 

connected in parallel with an interconnecting bus. The optimal design of the current collecting grid 

and intercell connectors is a scale-up problem that will be considered later. Another battery 

configuration that can be considered is a bipolar arrangement. Such an arrangement eliminates the 

need for a separate current collecting grid for each electrode and may possibly minimize the voltage 

and weight performance penalties associated with the grid. Here the positive and negative active 

materials are put on opposite sides of an inert, conducting substrate. Current flows straight through 

the cell stack and is collected at the ends. The materials constraints for the conducting substrate are 

severe; it must be substantially inert to both the oxidizing and reducing environment. Corrosion of 

the substrate will lead to short circuits. 

Materials compatibility is often a major problem in new or old battery systems. Materials con-

straints may limit cycle life or prohibitively increase the cost of a system. For example, corrosion of 

the current collecting grid is cited as a major failure mechanism for the lead-acid battery. Active 

material in ambient temperature U electrodes becomes electronically isolated from its substrate, 

presumably due to reaction with impurities and the electrolyte itself. 6 ' In general we look for a bat-

tery system where the active materials are compatible with each other and the other support 
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materials required in the battery. We require the electrolyte, separator, battery container, intercon-

necting bus and post, current collectors, etc. to be stable over, the operating voltage and temperature 

ranges of our system while not catalyzing side reactions or otherwise reacting adversely with the sys-

tem. 

A separator is a major component of the battery package. It is is required to separate the posi-

tive and negative electrodes in the battery, so that they may be in close proximity but not short 

together. A common failure mechanism in early battery development is shorting of the positive and 

negative electrodes by dendritic growth of material through the separator. 590  Separators must be 

electronic insulators, but have relatively high ionic conductivities. A separator with a high area 

specific resistance (9-cm 2) leads to a high ohmic potential drop with subsequent poor performance. 

Separators may also be required to have other desirable properties. Often they should be specifically 

conducting to only certain ionic species 59°  or must contain additives that increase electrolyte wet-

ting. 

Costs, of course, must always be considered within a particular application. Besides the costs 

of raw materials, some other factors can be considered. Costs associated with safety, recycling (par -

ticularly if availability of materials is low), and associated environmental factors need to be con-

sidered. A common basis for comparison of various alternatives of secondary batteries is the amor-

tized cost of the system in $/W-h-cycle. 

Scale-up of porous electrodes is not straightforward. Simply increasing the thickness of an 

electrode, for example, does not necessarily bring about proportional increases in performance. We 

wish to develop a micro-model of the porous-electrode system so that we can predict the effects of 

changing parameters such as electrode thicknesses on the behavior of the system. Having this infor-

mation in hand then leads us to couple the micro-modeling to further scale-up considerations of plate 

area and lengths of intercell connectors. 

In examining the micro-modeling of porous electrodes let us first consider the zero-time 

behavior 62  where concentrations are assumed to be uniform throughout the pore volume. Further let 

us ignore double-layer charging effects. Four dimensionless ratios govern the current distribution. 



These can be stated as a dimensionless current density 
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a dimensionless exchange current 
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the ratio of transfer coefficients in the polarization equation aa  /a, and the ratio of effective solu-

tion and matrix conductivities K/c. 6 and v 2  are ratios describing the competing effects of ohmic 

potential drop and slow electrode kinetics. For large values of 6 or v 2 , the ohmic effect dominates 

with a nonuniform reaction distribution. For small values of K/c, the reaction occurs preferentially 

near the electrode-separator boundary at the expense of the region near the backing plate. 

The nonuniformity of the reaction distribution for Tafel kinetics can be seen in figure 8. For 

Tafel kinetics the current distribution depends only on the parameter 6 and the ratio K/c. Curves 

for linear polarization would exhibit similar behavior as in figure 8. For linear behavior, the distri-

bution becomes nonuniform for large v and is independent of the total current. For both cases, the 

ratio of x/cr serves to shift the reaction distribution from one face to the other. 

The distance to which the reaction can penetrate the electrode determines how thick an elec-

trode can be utilized. This penetration depth is characterized by 

L I 	RTvci 	
½ 

	

= (aa + a)aioF(K + a) J 	(63) 

Electrodes much thinner than the penetration depth behave like plane electrodes with an enhanced 

surface area. Electrodes much thicker are not fully utilized. For high current levels, in the Tafel 

range, the ratio L16 will be more characteristic of the penetration of the reaction. 

To continue to follow the discharge behavior of a porous electrode through the transient 

behavior, we need to consider the time derivative in equation 33. Porous electrodes used in primary 

and secondary batteries invariably involve solid reactants and products, and the matrix is changed 

during discharge. Consequently, no steady state is strictly possible. We may nonetheless examine a 
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steady-state operation of a porous electrode. Just above we have considered the irreversibilities asso-

ciated with electrode kinetics and ohmic potential drop. As the reaction proceeds, reactant is 

depleted at the pore-solution interface. This then represents an additional irreversibility. Newman 

and Tobias62  also treat a redox reaction in a porous electrode. Convection is assumed to be absent, 

and migration is neglected due to an excess of supporting electrolyte. The stoichiometric coefficients 

of the reactant and product species are taken to be +1 and —1. For a redox reaction equation 41 is 

often written as 

Cl 	r0F 	1 c2 IF 	ii 
= 	 -2)J -_-expL RT ' _ 42)JJ. 	 (64) 

Now 1 is a constant representing the exchange current density at the composition c , c20. The 

potential difference 4 - 2 is equal to 77, plus an additive term which depends on the local solution 

composition. (Compare this with equations 10 and 11.) A new dimensionless group 

= s, IL /nFeD, c0 can be formed due to the introduction of the diffusion coefficient of each 

species and a characteristic concentration. Another special case that can be treated is deposition 

from a binary electrolyte. The binary electrolyte formulation can be applied to sulfuric acid in 

lead-acid batteries or to the polysulfide in the sodium-sulfur cell if the melt is taken to be composed 

of Na2S and S. This formulation also applies to systems with concentrated KOH electrolyte such as 

in Ni-Fe and Ni-Zn cells, although the solubility of ZnO must be ignored. 

Often a system cannot be approximated by one of the limiting cases presented above. Full 

treatment of the complicated factors governing the behavior of the porous electrode requires the use 

of high-speed digital computation. Newman and Tiedemann 36  suggest a computational method for 

battery electrodes involving a binary electrolyte. In general reactant species are depleted during the 

course of discharge, and time must be included as a variable. Thus the coupled equations are solved 

simultaneously at each time step. Pollard and Newman 63  treat the transient behavior of the lithium-

aluminum, iron sulfide high-temperature battery for a constant current discharge. Concentration 

distributions across the cell sandwich are presented at various times throughout the discharge. 
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In summary we can list a number of factors which can affect the performance of porous elec-

trodes: 

Charge and discharge methods affect battery efficiencies and cycle life. 

The solubility of reactants and products can limit cycle life and shelf life. 
j 

Higher current densities yield higher overpotentials, and thus a given cutoff potential is reached 

sooner. 

The pores may become constricted or even plugged with solid reaction products. A nonuniform 

reaction distribution will accentuate this problem at the mouth of the pores. 

Utilization of the solid fuel can be limited by covering of the reaction surface with reaction pro-

ducts. 

Rates of mass transfer between crystallites and the reaction surface may become more limiting as 

the discharge exhausts the front part of the electrode. This could account for changes in the 

apparent limit of utilization with current density. 

Until now we have considered the mathematical modeling of porous battery electrodes. Exper-

imental data are needed, of course, to insure that our understanding of the system is substantially 

correct. In constructing an experimental cell we want to eliminate any scale-up effects not included 

in the mathematical modeling so that we can directly compare experimental and theoretical results. 

The scale-up effects of current collectors and interconnecting bus and post will then be considered 

separately. 

The experimental system can be arranged in a mono-cell configuration with one positive and 

one negative plate, or as a bi-cell with a single positive electrode and two negative electrodes. The 

bi-cell arrangement represents a "section" of a positive and two half negatives that would be found 

in the scaled-up battery. The construction and symmetry of discharge of this cell would be similar 

to the scaled-up version. The mono-cell's main advantage over the bi-cell may be in the ease and 

cost of construction. 

A schematic of the bi-cell is shown in figure 9. This figure shows heavy, highly conducting 

current collecting sheets in the center of the positive electrode and at the back of the two half nega- 
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tive electrodes. These current collectors promote a uniform current distribution across the face of 

the electrode by minimizing the ohmic potential drop in the current collecting sheet. This is impor-

tant for comparison to one-dimensional micro-modeling results or for use as data in subsequent 

scale-up calculations. Separate voltage and current taps should be used to eliminate any error in vol. 

tage readings due to ohmic potential drop in the cell leads. Reference electrodes should be used in 

the experimental cell so that the total cell potential can be decomposed into contributions associated 

with the positive and negative electrodes. Although we will see that this decomposition is not neces-

sary for our scale-up calculations, research efforts at improving the battery need to be largely 

directed to the limiting electrode. Batteries are often designed so that the positive electrode limits 

the battery capacity. This should then be the case with the experimental cell as well. In general it 

is important to use the same electrode thicknesses, amount of active material, excess electrolyte, 

temperature, separator material, etc. that is being considered for the scaled-up version. Micro-

modeling results can be used a a guide in the selection of some of these parameters. The cross-

sectional area of the test cell is not important since our experiment is designed to be one dimen-

sional. 

The current is measured during discharging or charging with a current-interruption technique. 

The cell potential during current flow (4 - (I) and after 15 secondst  of interruption is interpreted 

according to the equation 

I =Y(U—cI, +cI), 	 (65) 

where i is the current density from negative to positive plate (A/cm 2), Y is the conductance of a 

cell element (T'-cm 2), U is the apparent open-circuit potential (V), is the potential of the posi-

tive plate (V), and 4,, is the potential of 'the negative plate (V). This relationship assumes a linear 

polarization curve; however it can also be regarded as a step in the linearization of a non-linear 

problem. Values of U and Y can be determined as a function of the state of charge for a given con- 

tWhen the total external current is interrupted, we can identify three transients: relaxation of the double-layer capaci-
ty, a local equalization of charge and concentration from front to back of the electrode, and a reduction of concentration gra-
dients in the whole cell by diffusion across the separator. In the current-interruption technique, we wish to wait long enough 
for double-layer charging to relax. A characteristic time for this is L'aC/s. The apparent open-circuit potential will continue 
to rise as the other transients continue. We choose 15 seconds here so that we may more closely approximate the results that 
would be obtained with a 15-second power test. 
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stant current density. Data for a lithium-aluminum, iron sulfide high temperature cell taken at 

Argonne National Laboratory are given in figure 10. The use of reference electrodes allows the 

decomposition of the cell potential and specific conductance into values for the individual electrodes. 

These values are related to the cell values by 

U=U+—U. 	 (66) 

and 

(67) 

These results form a basis both for comparison to micro-modeling results and now for scaling up the 

plate size. 

Cost, weight, and volume considerations dictate that the current collectors will not be the 

heavy plates used in our test cell. The mass of the current collector that should be used for a given 

plate area is a scale-up consideration that is subject to optimization. Our goal is to develop a 

discharge curve for the plate as a whole (with current collectors) based on individual cell elements 

shown in figure 10. Two common configurations for the current collector is the sheet current collec-

tor and a grid current collector. Tiedemann and Newman treat the nonuniform current and poten-

tial distributions in composite sheet electrodes 65  and in battery plates with grid configurations!' 

The lead-acid battery uses a current collecting grid with the active material pressed between 

the ribs. A honeycomb grid has been used in experiments with the lithium-aluminum, iron sulfide 

battery. We choose as an operational current-collector model a rectilinear grid with horizontal and 

vertical elements. A one-dimensional micro-model 67  or data as in figure 10 is coupled to a two-

dimensional model of the grid. Equation 65 can still be used where the current, area, and potentials 

are now local values for node points on the grid. The polarization parameters, U and Y, are curve 

fit as functions of depth of discharge and local current density. Kirchoff's law is used with equation 

65 to solve for the local potential distribution across the face of the plate during discharge. 

Results of this analysis give the overall plate behavior as a function of state of charge. The 

current distribution across the face of the electrode is nonuniform at the beginning of discharge and 
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becomes more nearly uniform as discharge proceeds because of the dependence of the electrochemi-

cal resistance and apparent open-circuit potential on the state of charge. The overall behavior can 

now be represented by 

	

U_V=V=(Rg++)i, 	
(68) 

where A V is the voltage displacement from open circuit, and Rg  is the resistance of the grid. Since 

l/Y and R. vary through discharge in ways that depend on the specific system, a general formula-

tion of results cannot be made. However, we can consider the zero-time behavior of a system with 

constant polarization parameters and formulate the problem. For the primary variables A V the vol-

tage displacement from open circuit, I the total current leaving the grid, A the area of the plate, Y 

the conductance of the cell element, M the mass of the grid, a the grid conductivity, p the grid den-

sity, and L,, the positive electrode thickness, four dimensionless groups govern the system. One of 

these, LJ IA, does not have direct relevance to the problem. We are left with 

	

= Mcr 
andll3 	

M 
11 

= 	 pYA 2 ' 	 pLE A 

II I  represents a ratio of overall conductance I12V to electrochemical conductance AY. Stated 

another way, II I  is the ratio of the actual current leaving the tab to the current that would leave the 

tab if there were no ohmic resistance in the grid. The factor of two in 111 reflects the fact that the 

total current leaving the grid tab is being collected from both sides of the plate. 112  represents a 

ratio of grid conductance Ma  to electrochemical conductance AY. 113  is the volume fraction of 
pA 

grid material. 

Other minor dimensionless parameters must now be chosen before the results of the grid model 

can be plotted. These include the ratio of the tab width to plate width, relative tab position, aspect 

ratio of plate height to plate width, ratio of total grid material on horizontal elements to that in vert-

ical elements, and the number of horizontal and vertical elements, Further, results can be presented 

for an infinitely conducting negative grid, a symmetric negative grid with equal conductivity, or a 

complete description of a positive and negative with different conductivities. 
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Figure II is a plot of dimensionless plate current vs. dimensionless plate area for the begin-

fling of discharge. 66  The volume fraction of grid material has been taken to be zero so that L. does 

not enter as a parameter in this figure. Here the horizontal and vertical grid elements have the same 

amount of grid material, and a symmetric negative grid with equal conductivity is used. Figure 12 

is an example of an improved grid. Extra conducting material has been added to the two columns of 

vertical elements below the tab and the horizontal elements across the top of the grid. The two 

center vertical elements are heavier by a factor of 11, and the top horizontal elements have 4 times 

the mass of the base elements. Figure 13 is a dimensionless graph of plate current vs. plate area 

for this grid design. Here the negative grid has been assumed to be infinitely conducting. A com-

parison of figures 11 and 13 shows the improvement in overall conductance for the improved grid 

design. This improvement is actually due to two major effects, the reduction of ohmic potential drop 

in the improved grid design and the neglect of ohmic potential drop in the negative grid. 

Figure 14 is a dimensionless correlation of the same data as in figure 13. The dimensionless 

groups have been adjusted so that all the data closely follow the same curve. Here it is recognized 

that the grid necessarily displaces some active material, reducing the area for current within the 

bed. The active bed cross-sectional area is therefore A - M/pL. The area for current flow through 

the separator is A. Thus we correct the electrochemical conductance AY 0  by an additive contribu-

tion of separator resistance based on area A, and the rest of the electrochemical resistance based on 

area A - M/pL,,. Thus, l/Y 0  is replaced by 

pLA + Y QRS } 

in plotting this figure. The value of the separator resistance, R5  (T'-cm 2), can be estimated on the 

basis of electrolyte conductivity. The data plotted in this manner fall very closely on the same curve 

and have unity intercepts on both the ordinate and abscissa. 

As pointed out above, figure 14 is strictly valid for zero-time behavior. Our alternative to per- 

forming complex grid calculations to map out the overall conductance during discharge is to assume 
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figure 14 is valid throughout discharge, replacing Y0 with Y and (I/V) 0  by I/V. Here we are 

recognizing the dependence of the polarization parameters on the average depth of discharge, but 

still assume that they are constant across the electrode face. Y and U actually depend on the local 

current density and local depth of discharge. This method should give a good approximation to the 

actual behavior of the plate and reduces to an exact solution to the complete grid formulation as the 

current densities become more uniform. A computer program can now be developed that uses data 

as in figures 10 and 14 to generate scale-up predictions for energy and power. 

For a given plate size and grid weight, we can now calculate the specific energy and specific 

power through discharge. The calculations vary the average depth of discharge to a specified cut-off 

potential for a four-hour discharge rate. The results of these calculations, using the correlation in 

figure 14 and the data in figure 10, are given in figure 15. We immediately see a conflict in trying 

to optimize simultaneously the battery system for maximum energy and maximum power. Instead 

we choose an intermediate grid weight that gives a ratio of power to energy equal to the ratio of 

maximum power to maximum energy. Alternative compromises could be selected based on the par-

ticular applications at hand. 

Having selected a natural system ratio for determining the grid compromise, we now recognize 

that our small cells must still be connected together in parallel with an interconnecting bus, and that 

the larger cell module must be connected in series to another cell module with an interconnecting 

post. Two important new parameters of the length of interconnecting bus and length of intercon-

necting post must now be considered. Figure 16 shows a symmetric arrangement of interconnecting 

buses for three positive electrodes. Lbs, is approximately equal to the sum of the widths of the posi-

tive electrode, negative electrode, and two separators. The post represents the cell terminal plus 

intercell connector that extends from one cell module to the next cell module. In our calculations 

we take to represent only that part of the post associated with one cell module, ie. the length of 

the terminal plus half of the length of intercell connector. The lengths of interconnecting buses for 

the positive and negative plates are taken to be the same, as are the post lengths. Given the post and 

bus lengths needed to connect our cells, an optimization of the distribution of conducting material 

among the parallel bus connections and the post connections can be made independently of other 
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scale-up considerations. The important quantity that results from this optimization is 
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If the density of the bus and post are taken to be equal, we see that only the sum of the bus and post 

length is important to the scale-up predictions. We also note that the number of positive electrodes 

per cell module is subject to variation. The number used will affect the final results for the power 

and energy, but does not affect the optimum distribution of material over the bus and post per cell 

"section." 

For a given plate size and grid weight, the calculated specific energies vs. specific powers will 

form a loop in the same manner as in figure 15 as the mass of the bus and post is varied from very 

small values to larger values. Thus, for each plate area and grid weight we can find a mass of bus 

and post that maximizes either the specific energy or specific power. As we investigate different grid 

weights (and thus different optimum post and bus weights) we can find values of the mass of grid, 

bus, and post that yield the maximum power. Similarly we search for values of grid weights and bus 

and post weights that yield the maximum energy. Now our compromise ratio is the value of the 

maximum power to this maximum energy. Thus, for each plate size our compromise design is the 

values of the-mass of grid, bus, and post that give a power to energy ratio equal to the compromise 

ratio. More than one combination of grid and bus and post weight will yield a power to energy ratio 

equal to the compromise value. The largest values of energy and power are selected from this collec-

tion of results to represent the best compromise design for a given plate area. 

Figure 17 represents the composite prediction of specific energy vs. specific power as they 

relate to the size of plates and lengths of bus and post. Recall that each point given represents the 

best compromise of specific energy and specific power for each plate area as just discussed above. 

The performance penalty (weight and voltage) of including the interconnecting bus and post is 

readily seen. This graph can now be used to select the plate area which will give adequate perfor-

mance at a suitable cost. The grid weights and plate areas used to generate figure 17 are plotted in 

figure 18. Also shown are the grid weights that correspond to maximum power and maximum 
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energy. This figure, then, yields the grid weight that gives the maximum power, maximum energy, 

or compromise for each plate area and length of bus and post. It is seen that the optimum grid 

weight is not greatly dependent on the length of the bus and post, and that this dependence is actu-

ally undetectable for maximum specific power. These results suggest that we can improve our grid 

design without concern over interaction with the optimum post and bus lengths, and that improve-

ments may be independent of depth of discharge as well. We also see that the optimum grid weight 

should be roughly increased in proportion to A 312 . 

We should also note here that no consideration has been given to any minimum current-

collector weight necessary to support the active materials through cycling. In general, for smaller 

cells it may be stated that a current collector that is large enough to contain the active material will 

have a weight large enough to approach or exceed the value corresponding to the design for max-

imum power. More detailed scale-up considerations are needed for bigger plate sizes. Finally we 

should note that the value of the grid weight corresponding to maximum specific energy will depend 

on the discharge time. As we decrease the discharge time from the four-hour value used here, the 

grid weight will move upward toward the value for maximum specific power. 

In the results presented above, the delivered ampere-hour capacity of the battery has been a 

dependent variable. An alternative design sequence is to specify a value for the total delivered capa-

city. In this case the area of the plate is varied until the optimum values of grid weight and bus and 

post weight are found so that the specified capacity is reached at the cut-off voltage. 

In summary we have shown how to account for the performance penalties associated with the 

grid and interconnecting bus and post. 
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NOTATION 

a 	specific interfacial area per unit volume of porous electrode, cm 1  

A 	cross-sectional area of the plate, cm 2  

A 1 	parameter characterizing magnitude of anodic reaction at the potential where the 
main reaction is beginning to reach limiting current (see equation 19) 

A lot 	total superficial electrode area, cm 2  

A 0 	constant defined by equation 43 

B 	quantity defined in equation 54 

Ci 	concentration of species i per unit volume of solution, mol/cm 3  

c 0 	local surface concentration of species I, mol/cm 3  

concentration of species i in the reference electrode compartment, mol/cm 3  

C ref 	reference concentration of species I, mol/cm 3  

Ci OD 	 concentration of species i in the bulk, mol/cm3  

C O 	feed concentration to flow-through electrode, mol/cm 3  

CL 	 exit concentration of reactant, mol/cm 3  

C 	ratio of capital cost to fuel cost, A/cm 2  

capital cost coefficient, 

Cd 	electrical double-layer capacity, F/cm 2  

Ce 	electric energy cost, S/i 

Cf 	fuel cost coefficient, S/C 

dimensionless dispersion coefficient defined in equation 54 

dispersion coefficient, cm2/s 

D1 	diffusion coefficient of species 1, cm 2/s 

D.j 	diffusion coefficient for interaction of species i with species j, cm2/s 

F 	Faraday's constant, 96487 C/equiv 

F. 	flow rate of inerts on anode side, mol/s 

9 	acceleration of gravity, cm/s2 
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h 	spacing between electrodes, cm 

current density, A/cm 2  

if 	current density for reaction j, A/cm2  

transfer current per unit of interfacial area, A/cm 2  
V 

io 	exchange current density, A/cm 2  

a 

	 i I 	superficial current density in the matrix, A/cm 2  

i 2 	superficial current density in the pore phase, A/cm 2  

1m,Iun 	limiting current density for the main reaction, A/cm 2  

Ioj.ref 	exchange current density for reaction j with reference concentrations, A/cm 2  

I 	current density, A/cm 2, or total current leaving tab, A 

pore-wall flux of species i, mol/cm2  

km 	coefficient of mass transfer between flowing solution and electrode surface, cm/s 

K. 	resale value of unused but depleted hydrogen, as a fraction of value in feed 

L 	length of planar electrodes, or length of porous electrode, cm 

thickness of positive electrode, cm 

Lb. 	length of interconnecting bus, cm 

length of interconnecting post, cm 

M 	current collector weight, g 

molecular weight of species 1, g/mol 

n 	number of electrons transferred in electrode reaction, equiv/mol 

flj 	 number of electrons transferred in reaction f, equiv/mol 

N i 	flux of species i, or superficial flux of species i, mol/cm2-s 

p 	pressure, dyne/cm2  
0 

PH2 	partial pressure of hydrogen at the anode, bar 

P02 	partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode, bar 

P 	electric power produced, W 

R 	universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mol-K 

R' 	effective ohmic resistance, cl-cm2 



R 	 resistance of grid, c2-cm 2  

rate of homogeneous production of species i, mol/cm 3-s, or sum of internal area 
specific resistances, 2-cm 2  

R3 	separator resistance, l-cm 2  

anode matrix resistance, -cin 2  

R0 ,2 	anolyte solution resistance, 2-cm 2  

R I 	cathode matrix resistance, 1-cm 2  

catholyte solution resistance, 2-cm 2  

RF 	Faradaic charge-transfer resistance, 2-cm 2  

Re 	Reynolds number 

Si 	 stoichiometric coefficient of species I in electrode reaction 

5, 	 stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j 

Sc 	Schmidt number 

t 	time, S 

T 	absolute temperature, K 

u 	fractional utilization of hydrogen 

Ui 	mobility of species f, cm2-mol/J-s 

U 	apparent open-circuit potential, V 

U 	constant in equation 22, V 

Li3 , 0 	theoretical open-circuit potential for reaction j at the composition prevailing locally 
at the electrode surface relative to a reference electrode of a given kind, V 

Uj.pef 	theoretical open-circuit potential evaluated with reference concentrations, V 

standard electrode potential of reaction j, V 

standard potential for the reference electrode reaction, V 

approximate length of the limiting current plateau for the main reaction before the 
onset of the side reaction, V 

v 	solution velocity or superficial fluid velocity, cm/s 

<v> 	average solution velocity, cm/s 

V 	electrode potential or cell potential, V 
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ci 

V. 	electrode potential where main reaction begins to reach limiting current, V 

AV 	voltage displacement from open circuit, V 

x 	distance through porous electrode, cm 

Xfl2 	ratio of moles of H 2  to moles of inerts 

y 	=akm  / v, dimensionless distance 

Y 	electrochemical conductance, 1'-cm 2  

Y0 	electrochemical conductance at start of discharge, r'-cni 2  

Zi 	valence or charge number of species i 

GREEK LEUERS 

a 	= akm  / v, reciprocal reaction distance, cm 1  

a0 	transfer coefficient in anodic direction 

a0 	anodic transfer coefficient for reaction j 

transfer coefficient in cathodic direction 

cathodic transfer coefficient for reaction j 

exponent in composition dependence of exchange current density 

o 	dimensionless current density defined in equation 61 

porosity or void volume fraction, dimensionless, or permittivity, F/cm 

lcf 	concentration overpotential for reaction j, V 

surface overpotential, V 

surface overpotential for reaction j, V 

8 	= c/c 0 , dimensionless concentration 

= CLICO, dimensionless exit concentration 

effective conductivity of solution, cT'-cm 

X 	Debye length, cm 

viscosity, g/cm-s 



M. 

electrochemical potential of species i, J/mol 

v 	kinematic viscosity of the solution, cm 2/s 

dimensionless exchange current given by equation 62 

Hi 	= I12AYiV, dimensionless plate current 

= Mo/pYA 2, ratio of grid to electrochemical conductance, dimensionless 

fl3 	= M/pL,, A, volume fraction or grid, dimensionless 

p 	density, g/cm 3  

p0 	pure solvent density, kg/cm 3  

effective conductivity of the matrix phase, or the conductivity of the current collect-
ing grid, V-cm' 

<1' 	electrostatic potential, V 

potential in the bulk solution extrapolated to the electrode surface, V 

'ohm 	ohmic potential drop in the absence of concentration variations, V 

electric potential in the matrix, V 

4)2 	 electric potential in the solution, V 

IDP 	 potential of the positive plate, V 

potential of the negative plate, V 

SUBSCRIPTS 

g 	reference electrode of a given kind 

i 	species i 

j 	reaction j 

m 	main reaction 

o 	electrode surface, solvent, reactor inlet, or beginning of discharge 

ohm 	ohmic 

p 1 	reference electrode located just outside the double layer 

r2 	reference electrode in the bulk solution 



re 	reference electrode 

ref 	reference concentrations 

s 	side reaction, or reference electrode of the same kind as the working electrode 

00 	 bulk solution 

1 	porous electrode matrix phase 

2 	porous electrode solution phase 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

exit 	exit stream 

o 	feed stream 
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